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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we propose a face-hallucination method, namely face hallucination based on sparse local-
pixel structure. In our framework, a high resolution (HR) face is estimated from a single frame low
resolution (LR) face with the help of the facial dataset. Unlike many existing face-hallucination methods
such as the from local-pixel structure to global image super-resolution method (LPS-GIS) and the super-
resolution through neighbor embedding, where the prior models are learned by employing the least-
square methods, our framework aims to shape the prior model using sparse representation. Then this
learned prior model is employed to guide the reconstruction process. Experiments show that our
framework is very ﬂexible, and achieves a competitive or even superior performance in terms of both
reconstruction error and visual quality. Our method still exhibits an impressive ability to generate
plausible HR facial images based on their sparse local structures.
& 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
The idea of super-resolution (SR) was ﬁrst presented by Tsai
and Huang [1], and signiﬁcant progress has been made with it over
the last few decades. Since SR is an ill-posed problem, prior
constraints are necessary to attain a good performance. Based on
the different approaches to attaining these prior constraints, SR
methods can be broadly classiﬁed into two categories: one is the
conventional approach, which is also widely known as multi-
image SR [2–5] or regularization-based SR, and which reconstructs
a HR image from a sequence of LR images of the same scene. These
algorithms mainly employ regularization models to solve the ill-
posed image SR, and use smooth constraints as the prior con-
straints, which are deﬁned artiﬁcially. The other approach
is single-frame SR [6–11], which is also called learning-based SR
or example-based SR. These methods generate a HR image from
a single LR image with the information learned from a set of LR–
HR training image pairs. These algorithms attain the prior con-
straints between the HR images and the corresponding LR images
through a learning process. Many example-based or learning-
based algorithms [6–16] have been proposed in the ﬁeld of image
processing. Also in SR, Qiu [13] and Baker and Kanade [17] have
demonstrated that the smooth prior constraints used in many
regularization-based methods will become less effective at solving
the SR problem as the zooming factor increases, while example-
based approaches have the potential to overcome this problem
using advances in machine learning and computer vision. In this
paper, we focus on the single-image SR problem.
Fig. 1 shows a general framework of example-based SR: the
input LR image is ﬁrst interpolated, using the conventional meth-
ods, to the size of the target HR image, and the input interpolated LR
image  a blurry image lack of high-frequency information  is
then used as the initial estimation of the target HR. The input LR
image is also divided into either overlapping or non-overlapping
image patch, and the example-based framework will use the image
patches to ﬁnd out the most matched examples by searching a
training dataset of LR–HR image pairs. The selected HR examples
are then employed to learn the HR information as the prior
constraints. Finally, the learned HR information and the input
interpolated image are combined to evaluate the target HR image.
The idea of face hallucination was ﬁrst proposed by Baker and
Kanade [18], and it was then used for SR problems in [8,11,16,19].
Example-based face hallucination is a subcategory of the
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framework shown in Fig. 1, and it is also a speciﬁc and important
category of image SR. In [20], Liang conducted a good survey of face
hallucination, and summarized the existing face-hallucination meth-
ods into two approaches: namely global similarity and local simi-
larity. The theoretical backgrounds and practical results of the
existing face-hallucination techniques and algorithms are compared.
Based on the comparison results, the strengths and weaknesses of
each algorithm are summarized, which forms a base for proposing
an effective method to hallucinate mis-aligned face images.
In [16], Liu et al. argued that a successful face-hallucination
algorithm should meet the following three constraints:
1. Sanity constraint: the target HR image should be very close to
the input LR image when smoothed and down-sampled.
2. Global constraint: the target HR image should have the common
characteristics of human faces, e.g., possessing a mouth and a
nose, being symmetrical, etc.
3. Local constraint: the target HR image should have the speciﬁc
characteristics of the original LR face image, with photorealistic
local features.
Furthermore, a two-step approach was developed for face
hallucination, in which a Bayesian formulation and a nonpara-
metric Markov network are employed to deal with face hallucina-
tion. Of all the various methods for face hallucination, Hu et al. [11]
ﬁrst learned local-pixel structures from the most matched exam-
ple images explicitly, which are then used directly as reconstruc-
tion priors. A three-stage face-hallucination framework was
proposed in [11], which is called Local-Pixel Structure to Global
Image Super-Resolution (LPS-GIS). In Stage 1, k pairs of example
faces which have a similar pixel structure to the input LR face are
selected from a training dataset using k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN).
They are then subjected to warping using optical ﬂow, so that the
corresponding target HR image can be reconstructed more accu-
rately. In Stage 2, the LPS-GIS method learns the face structures,
which are represented as coefﬁcients using a standard Gaussian
function; the learned coefﬁcients are updated according to the
warped errors. In Stage 3, LPS-GIS constrains the revised face
structures, namely the revised coefﬁcients to the input LR face, and
then reconstructs the target HR image using an iterative method.
Unlike the abovementioned methods, we propose a face-
hallucination framework which utilizes the sparse local-pixel
structure as the prior model in the reconstruction of HR faces.
The use of sparse local-pixel structure allows our method to
reconstruct the details in HR faces ﬂexibly. Furthermore, the global
structure of faces is also considered, which enables the proposed
method to produce plausible facial components.
As for the organization of this paper, Section 2 gives a brief
introduction to the theory of sparse representation and its recent
applications to super-resolution. Section 3 provides a detailed intro-
duction to a concept called ‘local-pixel structure with sparsity’. The
details of our proposed framework are presented in Section 4. Section
5 presents the experiments and an evaluation of the proposed
framework. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Related works on super-resolution with sparse
representation
Single-image super-resolution produces a reconstructed HR
image from an input LR image using the prior knowledge learned
from a set of LR–HR training image pairs, and the reconstructed HR
image should be consistent with the LR input. An observed model
between a HR image and its corresponding LR counterpart is given
as follows:
Il ¼ IhHSðrÞþN; ð1Þ
where Il and Ih denote the LR and HR images, respectively; H
represents a blurring ﬁlter; SðrÞ is a down-sampling operator with
a scaling factor of r in the horizontal and vertical dimensions; and
N is a noise vector, such as the Gaussian white noise. Here, we will
focus on the situation whereby the blur kernel is the Dirac delta
function as [11,44], i.e. H is the identity matrix. Thus, Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as follows:
Il ¼ IhHSðrÞþN: ð2Þ
Therefore, the purpose of SR is to recover as much of the information
lost in the down-sampling process as possible. Since the reconstruc-
tion process still remains ill-posed, different priors can be used to
guide and constrain the reconstruction results. In recent years, the
sparse representationmodel (SRM) has been used as the prior model,
and has shown promising results in image super-resolution.
Sparse representation of a signal is based on the assumption
that most or all signals can be represented as a linear combination
of a small number of elementary signals only, called atoms, from
an overcomplete dictionary. Compared with other conventional
methods, sparse representation can usually offer a better perfor-
mance, with its capacity for efﬁcient signal modeling [21]. The
sparse representation of signals has already been applied in many
ﬁelds, such as object recognition [22,23], text categorization [24],
signal classiﬁcation [21], etc.
In the sparse representation, a common formulation of the
problem of ﬁnding the sparse representation of a signal using an
overcomplete dictionary is described as follows:
ω^0 ¼ min ‖ω‖0; s:t: ψ ¼Aω; ð3Þ
where A is anMNmatrix whose columns are the elements of the
overcomplete dictionary, with MoN, and ψARM1 is an observa-
tional signal. The purpose of sparse representation is to ﬁnd an
N1 coefﬁcient vector ω, which is considered to be a sparse vector,
i.e. most of its entries are zeros, except for those elements in the
overcomplete dictionary A which are associated with the observa-
tional signal ψ. Solving the sparsest solution for (3) has been found
to be NP-hard, and it is even difﬁcult to approximate [25]. However,
some recent results [26,27] indicate that if the vector ω in (3) is
sparse enough, then the problem can be solved efﬁciently by
minimizing the ℓ1-norm instead, as follows:
ω^1 ¼ min ‖ω‖1; s:t: ψ ¼Aω: ð4Þ
In fact, as long as the number of nonzero components in ω0 is a
small fraction of the dimension M, the ℓ1-norm can replace and
recover the ℓ0-norm efﬁciently [22]. In addition, the optimization
problem of the ℓ1-norm can be solved in polynomial time [28,29].
However, in real applications, the data in the dictionary A are, in
general, noisy. This will lead to the result whereby the sparse
representation of an observational signal, in terms of the training
data in A, may not be accurate. In order to deal with the problem,
(4) can be relaxed to a modiﬁed form as follows:
ω^1 ¼ min ‖ω‖1; s:t: ‖ψAω‖2rε: ð5Þ
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Fig. 1. A general framework of example-based SR methods.
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Lagrange multipliers offer an equivalent formulation, as shown in
the following equation:
arg min 12‖Aωψ‖22þλ‖ω‖1; ð6Þ
where λARþ is a regularization parameter which balances the
sparsity of the solution and the ﬁdelity of the approximation to ψ.
This is actually a typical convex-optimization problem, and it can
be efﬁciently solved using the method of Large-Scale L1 Regular-
ized Least Squares (L1LS) [30].
In [41–43], Yang et al. used sparse representation for face
hallucination. The proposed method, denoted as ScSR, is based
on the idea of sparse signal representation whereby the linear
relationships among HR training signals can be accurately recov-
ered from their low-dimensional projections. The structures of LR
images are used to form a sparse prior model, which is then
employed to reconstruct the HR images or HR patches. The
differences between ScSR and our method are that ScSR represents
image patches as a sparse linear combination of elements from an
appropriately chosen overcomplete dictionary, while in our
method, a pixel is represented as a sparse linear combination of
elements from its neighboring pixels. Our method seeks a sparse
representation for each patch of the LR input image from an LR
overcomplete dictionary; the coefﬁcients of this representation are
then used to generate the HR target image using the HR over-
complete dictionary. One important process in ScSR is the training
of two dictionaries for the LR and HR image patches. In our
method, central pixels replace patches, and only the HR dictionary
is needed; it is constructed directly from the HR example faces.
In [44], Dong et al. also proposed an image interpolation
method based sparse representation, which is abbreviated as
NARM-SRM-NL. In the method, a nonlocal autoregressive model
(NARM) was proposed and taken as the data-ﬁdelity term in the
sparse representation model (SRM). The patches in the estimated
HR image are reconstructed using the nonlocal neighboring
patches. The method assumes that the nonlocal similar patches
in an image have similar coding coefﬁcients with the same over-
complete dictionary; the coefﬁcients are then embedded into SRM
and NARM to reconstruct the HR images.
Although a lot of the literature, including this paper, has
employed sparse representation to deal with the SR problems,
differences are still very obvious. For example, sparse models are
diverse, which will lead to different ways of constructing the
overcomplete dictionary. In ScSR, the method assumes that image
patches can be well represented as a sparse linear combination of
elements from a speciﬁc dictionary, and a pair of HR–LR diction-
aries is constructed to force LR–HR patches to have the same
sparse coefﬁcients. In NARM-SRM-NL, the sparse model employed
assumes that an image patch can have many similar patches
among its nonlocal neighboring patches, and the local PCA
dictionary is used to span adaptively the sparse domain for signal
representation. In our method, the sparse local-pixel structure is
proposed and the dictionary is constructed using the neighboring
pixels of those missing pixels.
3. Local-pixel structure with sparsity
As we know, a HR face and its corresponding LR face have a
common global face structure. Therefore, we can assume that they
also have similar local-pixel structures, and that the local image
information about the input LR alone should be sufﬁcient to
predict the missing HR details. In our algorithm, we use the
neighboring pixels of a missing pixel to estimate the target HR
face. This idea is similar to neighbor embedding in [6,10]. The
following formulation describes the model used in our method:
Iðx; yÞ ¼ ∑
μ;νAC
αμ;νðx; yÞ  Iðxþμ; yþνÞ; ð7Þ
where I(x, y) is a pixel at location (x, y), αμ;vðx; yÞ denotes the weight
of the neighboring pixel Iðxþμ; yþvÞ contributed to the pixel I(x, y)
with a relative displacement of (μ, v), μ and v cannot be zero at the
same time, and C denotes a local window centered at (x, y).
Based on the above assumption of similar pixel structures
between the HR–LR face pairs, the weights are almost the same at
the same position in a HR face and its corresponding LR face image.
Our algorithm searches k similar LR example faces to the input LR
face from a dataset of LR–HR face pairs. Then, the neighboring
weights of the pixel structures in the k-HR example faces are
utilized to estimate the information lost in the input LR face. In
order to learn the embedded weights for the central pixels or
patches, [6,10,11] used the ℓ2-norm methods, such as Gaussian
functions and least-square methods. However, a high visual quality
image is very sharp because it contains sharp edges, high-frequency
information, and discontinuities. A sharp image means that the
local-pixel structures have some sparse properties, and this can be
interpreted as indicating that the pixel I(x, y) in (7) can be better
reconstructed using only a fraction of the neighboring pixels. Thus,
our algorithm will use sparse representation as the prior model to
learn the embedded weights.
In the previous section, we stated that many face-hallucination
methods use the ℓ2-norm model to learn the prior knowledge, and
we believe that the local-pixel structures in a high visual quality
image exhibit the sparse property. In other words, most of the
neighboring pixels of the pixel I(x, y) in (7) can be regarded as
outliers. Fig. 2 shows a central pixel with its neighboring pixels, and it
fully represents the sparse property of an image patch. It is obviously
observed that only a small number of neighbors are closely related to
the central pixel, while others can be regarded as outliers. It has been
demonstrated in [22,31–34] that, compared with the ℓ1-norm, the
ℓ2-norm is less robust and more sensitive to outliers, which will
usually decrease the accuracy of image super-resolution. Further-
more, in [22,34], the use of the ℓ1-norm produces more robust and
better results for face image super-resolution and face recognition,
respectively, especially when the signal is sparse and discontinuous.
A toy example is provided in Fig. 3 to illustrate that the ℓ1-norm is
more robust to outliers. Suppose 11 points are given, and a line model
y ¼ kxþb is used to ﬁt these points. The ℓ1-normmodel and ℓ2-norm
model are utilized to solve this problem. Fig. 3(a) shows that both the
ℓ1-norm and the ℓ2-norm produce a similar estimation when there
are no outliers in the input data. However, when there are outliers,
the results are quite different. In Fig. 3(b), with the two outliers, the
ℓ1-norm still produces similar results to Fig. 3(a), while it can be seen
that the ℓ2-norm result is seriously affected by the outliers. This
demonstrates that the ℓ1-norm is more robust to outliers, and this
toy example makes us believe that, with sparse local-pixel structures,
sparse representation can provide a better performance in face
hallucination. Furthermore, we believe that using sparse
Fig. 2. A central pixel, marked in white, and its neighbors in a 1515 pixel window.
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representation to learn and characterize the prior model can improve
the performance of our proposed method.
We have one more example to show that sparse representation
can better represent sparse local-pixel structures. Fig. 4(a) shows a
randomly selected pixel and its neighbors (p¼5) in the ground-truth
HR image of a LR face. It is obvious that the 5 pixels at the upper-left
corner have the biggest difference to the central pixel. By simply
changing the range of the pixel values to [10,70], we can observe that
most of the pixels have a similar value, except the ﬁve pixels at the
top-left corner (Fig. 4(b)). Thus, we can consider these pixels as be-
longing to another class, and we call them outlier pixels. Table 1(a) and
(b) shows the learned local structures using the Gaussian function
method in [11] and sparse representation, respectively (if a value is
less than 0.001, it is set at zero). It can be seen that only two pixels in
the top-left corner in Table 1(a) have their weights equal to zero, while
four pixels in Table 1(b) have their weights equal to zero. In order to
compare Table 1(a) and (b) at the same level, we deﬁne the following
measure to calculate the percentage of outlier pixels’ weights:
Wout ¼∑αoutu;v ðx; yÞ=∑αu;vðx; yÞ  100% ð8Þ
where αoutu;v ðx; yÞ is the weight of an outlier pixel. By applying (8) to
Table 1, the results are Waout ¼ 6:4% and Wbout ¼ 4:5%. Thus, with the
use of sparse representation, the percentage of outlier pixels’ weights
decreases. This means that the outlier pixels will contribute less in the
iterative reconstruction process, which can help to produce a better SR
result.
4. Detailed procedure of the framework
Fig. 5 illustrates the three major steps in our proposed frame-
work. In Step I, the input LR face is used to search a face dataset
and identify the k pairs of LR–HR example faces having the most
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Fig. 3. Fitting a line to 11 given points using the ℓ1-norm and the ℓ2-norm: (a) without outliers and (b) with two outliers.
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Fig. 4. A central pixel with its 55 neighboring-pixels window in a facial image, and the corresponding counterpart whose pixel value is between the range of [10,70].
Table 1
The learned coefﬁcient matrices corresponding to the pixel patch in Fig. 4(a)
(104).
a b
0 0 0 1004 4647 0 0 0 10 53
36 369 2125 4812 3516 0 0 119 1391 306
2064 6093 Center 2994 908 45 5404 Center 157 40
2224 3518 1874 622 540 642 86 48 21 39
29 139 179 274 631 11 12 13 13 1577
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similar local-pixel structures to the input LR face, using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and KNN. The k pairs of example faces
are composed of k LR faces and their corresponding k-HR faces.
Then, the k-HR example faces are employed and are warped to the
input LR face using optical ﬂow, so as to make the estimation of
the target HR face more accurate. This process will produce k-HR
warped example faces. Warped errors will be used in the next
step. In Step II, the local-pixel structures, which are represented by
the weights of the neighboring pixels, are learned from the k-HR
warped example faces using sparse representation. Then, the
accuracy of the weights is improved by using the warped errors
produced in Step I. Finally, in Step III, the weights of the neighbors
are employed to estimate the target HR face using an iterative
method. Following are the details of these three steps.
4.1. Step I: searching and warping
In our face-hallucination framework, ﬁnding the example faces
of the input LR face in a face dataset composed of GT [38] and
FERET [39] is the ﬁrst step. Here, the example faces used for
reconstructing the HR face are composed of k LR faces and their
corresponding HR counterparts. In the k pairs of example faces,
the k LR example faces have the most remarkably similar pixel
structures to the input LR face. In our experiments, the dataset
contains 1552 LR–HR face pairs; they have all been aligned using
the method in [35], and normalized using the illumination–
normalization technique employed in [11]. The LR faces are also
magniﬁed to the size of the HR faces using bicubic interpolation.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to represent the
interpolated LR face images, and the KNN method is adopted to
search for the k LR example faces that are the most similar to the
LR input face. Then, the selected k corresponding HR faces are used
as example faces. A warping operation is employed to make the
estimation more accurate. We use optical ﬂow, which has been
used in SR in [11,34,36], to warp the example faces. In our paper,
ﬁrstly, the ﬂow ﬁeld between the input LR face and each of the
k LR example faces is derived, and then the corresponding HR
example faces are warped accordingly based on the k ﬂow ﬁelds.
The purpose of the warping operation is to force the k-HR example
faces to have more similar local-pixel structures to the input LR
face. By using the warped errors, we can determine the impor-
tance of the neighboring pixels in estimating the HR pixels.
...
k example HR faces
...
Input LR
face Pixel Structure learning
(Sparse representation)
Search
module
(KNN)
Iterative
reconstruction
HR output
Step I Step II Step III
Fig. 5. The implementation procedure for our proposed face-hallucination framework.
Fig. 6. Illustration of learning the sparse local-pixel structure of a face patch from example HR faces.
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4.2. Step II: learning the neighboring weights via sparse
representation
In Fig. 2, the sparse local-pixel structure of a face patch has
been described. If we can use all the neighboring pixels of a central
pixel to reconstruct the central pixel, then it can be represented
effectively as a linear combination of its neighboring pixels using
sparse representation. Fig. 6 illustrates the learning of the sparse
local-pixel structure of a face patch from the example HR faces in
our method. K image patches with the size of pp from the
warped example HR faces provide the data to construct the
overcomplete dictionary matrix A and the central pixel vector
(marked in red in the dashed box in Fig. 6). Combining the model
shown in the dashed box, we propose using the following
formulation to model the learned sparse local-pixel structure:
ψðx; yÞ ¼ ∑
p2 1
j ¼ 1
ωjðx; yÞ  Að:; jÞ; ð9Þ
where ψðx; yÞ ¼ ½I1exðx; yÞ⋯Ikexðx; yÞT and k is the number of HR
example faces, and ωjðx; yÞ denotes the weight between the pixel
I(x, y) and its neighboring pixel Iðxþμ; yþvÞ with a relative
displacement of ðμ; vÞ. The variables μ and v cannot be zero at
the same time. The ith row of the matrix A in (6) and (9) are the
neighboring pixels of the central pixel ψ(x, y) of the ith example
face, and the size of the neighborhood is pp (p¼7 in Fig. 6). The
deﬁnition and illustration of A are given in (10) and Fig. 6,
respectively:
A¼ ½I1μ;νðxþμ; yþνÞ⋯Ikμ;νðxþμ; yþνÞARkðp
2 1Þ: ð10Þ
Here, we assume that ω ¼ ½0⋯ωμ;vðx; yÞ⋯0T is the coefﬁcient
vector used in (6), whose entries are all zeros, except those
associated with the central pixel vector ψ. We use L1LS [30] to
solve (6) using the matrix A and the central pixel vector ψ.
After computing the coefﬁcient vector ω using L1LS, a reﬁne-
ment procedure is performed according to the warped errors
produced in the ﬁrst step. ω can be rewritten as ω′¼ cx;y  ω,
and cx,y represents the reﬁnement procedure. Thus, (9) can be
rewritten as follows:
ψ ′¼ cx;y  Aω¼ cx;y  ψ ; ð11Þ
where ω has been calculated using L1LS. The deﬁnition of cx,y is the
same as in [11]:
cx;y ¼ arg min ‖ψ ′cx;yψ‖2Bx;y ; ð12Þ
where J U J2Bx;y is the operator of the weighted ℓ2-norm, and Bx,y is a
diagonal weight matrix with the form Bx;y ¼ diagðb1ðx; yÞ;…;bkðx; yÞÞ,
where bk(x, y) is calculated using the weight assigned to the kth
example face at location (x, y). The warping operation from example
faces to the target input face may not be sufﬁciently accurate, so the
weights of the warped HR examples should be dependent on the
corresponding warping errors. Here the weights are calculated as
follows:
bkðx; yÞ ¼ ð∑Erkðxþρ; yþsÞþεÞβ=∑
k
ð∑Erkðxþρ; yþsÞþεÞβ; ð13Þ
where Erk represents the warped errors between the input inter-
polated LR face and the kth-HR warped face at location (x, y), and
ðρ; sÞAΩ, where Ω is a patch centered at (x, y). In our experiment,
the size of Ω is 99 , and β is a controlling parameter which can
balance the effect of (13). ε is a small positive value used to prevent
the denominator from being zero. Thus, the contribution of each
example face in computing the weight is dependent on its warping
errors. For those examples with large warping errors at location (x,
y), the corresponding bk(x, y) will be reduced. Then, cx,y can be
calculated as follows:
cx;y ¼ ψ ′TBx;yψ=ðψTBx;yψþεÞ; ð14Þ
where ε has the same effect as it does in (13). Then, the ﬁnal
neighboring weights for the target HR face at location (x, y) can be
obtained.
4.3. Step III: reconstructing the target HR face
By now, the local structures have been learned. The major task
of this step is to apply the sparse local structures from the HR
example faces to the input interpolated LR face. An iterative
method [37] is employed in this step. The pixels of the input LR
image are used as the anchor points in the iterations. The target
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HR pixel values are conﬁned within the range of [0, 255], i.e.
whenever the pixel value is smaller than 0 or higher than 255, it
will be set at 0 or 255, respectively. The target HR face pixels are
reconstructed as follows:
Δtðx; yÞ ¼ I^
t
hðx; yÞ ∑
μ;νAC
wμ;νðx; yÞI^
t
hðxþμ; yþνÞ; ð15Þ
I^
tþ1
h ðx; yÞ ¼ I^
t
hðx; yÞgΔtðx; yÞ; ð16Þ
where Δtðx; yÞ is the regularization parameter between the iterations,
and g is a scale factor. In each iteration, we have Ihðx; yÞ ¼ Ilðx=r; y=rÞ,
where r is the down-sampling factor in both dimensions in (2). The
input interpolated LR face is selected as the initial estimate I^
0
h. Here,
we propose a method to observe the relationship between the
number of iterations and the variable Δtðx; yÞ. We deﬁne yt ′¼∑
jΔtðx; yÞj, where 0rxom and 0ryon (i.e. mn is the size of the
target HR face). Then, we set y¼ log ðyt ′=y0Þ to make the curves more
intuitive. Fig. 7 shows the variations of y for 7 randomly selected face
samples with the scale factor g¼0.05. We can see that, after 150
iterations, the changes become stable. Thus, in the following experi-
ments, we set the number of iterations to be performed at 150.
5. Experimental results and discussions
5.1. Experimental settings
In our experiments, the experimental subset contains 1552 images
which are selected from the GT database [38] and the FERET databases
[39]. With a down-sampling factor of 4 for each dimension, the
resolutions of the HR faces and the corresponding LR faces are
124108 and 3127, respectively. Then, the parameters k in (10), i.
e. the number of example faces, and λ in (6) are determined
empirically. Fig. 8 shows the performances of our proposed framework
with different values of k and λ. When k¼5 and λ¼0.04, the average
mean squared error (MSE) of 100 samples in our algorithm becomes
stable. The average SSIM (Structural Similarity Index) [40] and PSNR
with different neighborhood sizes are tabulated in Table 2. When
p¼3, both SSIM and PSNR are at their largest. Therefore, in the
following experiments, we set k¼5, λ¼0.04, and p¼3.
5.2. Face reconstruction
To measure the performance of our proposed face-hallucination
method, we ﬁrst reconstruct HR face images with a magniﬁcation
factor (mag) of 4. The resolution of the HR faces and the correspond-
ing LR faces are 124108 and 3127, respectively. A testing dataset
is formed by choosing 150 HR–LR faces from the 1552 selected
images, and the performance is evaluated using the “leave-one-out”
method. Our proposed algorithm is compared with Hu’s method [11]
Table 2
The average SSIM and PSNR with different neighborhood sizes (p).
p 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
SSIM 0.8639 0.8585 0.8538 0.8504 0.8480 0.8455 0.8430
PSNR 28.9054 28.7435 28.5636 28.4443 28.3593 28.2840 28.2163
Fig. 9. HR faces reconstructed using different methods withmag¼4(left) andmag¼6(right): (a) the input LR faces, (b) the original HR faces, (c) bicubic interpolation, (d) Hu’s
method, (e) Chang’s method, and (f) our proposed framework.
Table 3
The average PSNR and SSIM of the testing subset with mag¼4.
Different methods PSNR (dB) SSIM
Bicubic interpolation 25.589 0.7659
Hu’s method 27.850 0.8448
Chang’s method 27.317 0.8203
Our proposed method 28.901 0.8638
Table 4
The average PSNR and SSIM of the testing subset with mag¼6.
Different methods PSNR (dB) SSIM
Bicubic interpolation 23.372 0.7278
Hu’s method 26.790 0.8086
Chang’s method 23.342 0.7176
Our proposed method 27.734 0.8156
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and Chang’s method [6], as well as with bicubic interpolation. The
reconstructed HR faces of some testing samples with two different
magniﬁcation factors using the different methods are shown in Fig. 9.
It is obvious that the results using bicubic interpolation are the
blurriest, while the other methods can provide results of much better
visual quality, especially Hu’s method and our proposed method. To
be speciﬁc, Hu’s method and our proposed method achieve a better
performance on the eyes, mouth and eyebrows. Our method can
achieve even better results in edge regions than Chang’s and Hu’s
methods can. This is mainly due to the fact that the ℓ1-norm is more
robust than the ℓ2-norm. Next, we measure the performances of the
different methods in terms of PSNR and SSIMwith the testing set, and
the average results are tabulated in Table 3. Our method outperforms
all the other methods in terms of PSNR and SSIM. As mentioned
above, Hu’s method is superior to Chang’s method, and bicubic
interpolation produces the worst results. The results shown in Fig. 9
and Table 3 demonstrate that our method can achieve the best
performance in terms of both visual quality and reconstruction error.
We also measure the performance of the different methods
when the magniﬁcation factor is 6. The sizes of the HR and LR
images in the testing set are reshaped to 126108 and 2118,
respectively. The right-hand side of Fig. 9 shows the reconstructed
HR faces using the different methods when the magniﬁcation
factor is 4. The corresponding average PSNR and SSIM of the
testing images are tabulated in Table 4. We can see that the
performance of Chang’s method degrades signiﬁcantly here, and is
even worse than bicubic interpolation. However, our proposed
method can still retain a steady performance in terms of both
visual quality and reconstruction error. These experiments demon-
strate that our proposed framework is robust to larger magniﬁca-
tion factors; this is due to the fact that, even with larger
magniﬁcation factors, the sparse local-pixel structures learned
from the k-HR example faces remain unchanged, and can still be
captured accurately. The gradual decrease in the performance is
mainly due to the reduced amount of initial information on the
aligned input LR face when the magniﬁcation factor increases.
Because of the use of sparse representation in our method, we also
compare our proposed method with the sparse representation-based
image-interpolation method, NARM-SRM-NL, proposed in [44]. All the
experiments in [44] were conducted with magniﬁcation factors of
2 and 3, so we compare NARM-SRM-NL to our method with the
magniﬁcation factors being 2, 3, and 4. Another testing set was
constructed with the same number of images as the previous one.
Five of the reconstructed HR faces selected randomly from the testing
set and with the different magniﬁcation factors are shown in Fig. 10,
and the corresponding average PSNR and SSIM with the different
magniﬁcation factors are tabulated in Table 5.
In the provided source code of NARM-SRM-NL, a number of
parameters are to be determined; only the parameter values for the
magniﬁcation factors 2 and 3 are given. In the experiment, we set the
parameters for the magniﬁcation factor of 4 the same as those for the
magniﬁcation factor of 3. As shown in Fig. 10 and Table 5, when the
magniﬁcation factor is 2, NARM-SRM-NR outperforms our method,
but when the magniﬁcation factor is 3 or 4, our method outperforms
it signiﬁcantly in terms of both image visual quality and reconstruc-
tion error. NARM-SRM-NL reconstructs an image patch using non-
local neighboring patches, and the NARM matrix is used to further
improve the incoherence between the sampling matrix and the
adaptive local PCA dictionary. The experimental results show that
NARM-SRM-NL is more appropriate for reconstructing images which
are very smooth or which contain fewer local features. When an
input LR image drops plenty of local structures of its HR counterpart,
NARM-SRM-NL will produce a weak result. For face hallucination, the
facial images are highly structured. When the magniﬁcation factor is
small, compared with HR faces, the input LR faces still include most
of the local structures. Thus, the reconstructed results of NARM-SRM-
NL are excellent, as shown in the second row of Fig. 10. However,
when the magniﬁcation factor increases, more local information will
be lost in the LR faces. Therefore, NARM-SRM-NL cannot reconstruct
the ﬁne individual facial details or the photorealistic local features,
and consequently, the reconstructed faces become much smoother,
as shown in the third and the last rows of Fig. 10, and exhibit larger
reconstruction errors. Nevertheless, our method still produces plau-
sible faces with smaller reconstruction errors due to the use of local-
pixel structures.
Fig. 10. Five HR faces reconstructed using our method and NARM-SRM-NL with mag¼2, 3, and 4: (a) the ground-true HR face images; (b)–(f) the reconstructed HR faces of
the ﬁve faces  the ﬁrst, second and third rows show the reconstructed HR faces with the magniﬁcation factor ¼ 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Those in the left and right columns
are the results based on NARM-SRM-NL and our proposed method, respectively.
Table 5
The average PSNR and SSIM with different magniﬁcation factors.
mag Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM
2 NARM-SRM-NL 36.948 0.9568
Our method 35.247 0.9435
3 NARM-SRM-NL 29.896 0.8532
Our method 32.921 0.9074
4 NARM-SRM-NL 26.180 0.7517
Our method 30.889 0.8748
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The proposed algorithm in this paper was simulated on a
computer of 2.7 GHz CPU with 8GByte SDRAM, and was implemen-
ted using MATLAB. Our code is available online: http://as.nwsuaf.edu.
cn/fhsr.html.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a method for face hallucination
based on learning the sparse local-pixel structures of the target HR
facial images. The sparse representation is used to capture the local
structures from the HR example faces, and optical ﬂow is applied to
make the learning process more accurate. The experimental results
have demonstrated that our proposed framework is competitive
and can achieve superior performance compared to other state-of-
the-art face-hallucination methods. The superior performance of
our algorithm is mainly due to the fact that the example faces can
provide both the holistic and the pixel-wise information for
reconstructing the target HR facial images, and it can estimate the
sparse local-pixel structures of the target HR faces more accurately
from the example faces using sparse representation. Our proposed
method can maintain the impressive capability of inferring ﬁne
facial details and generating plausible HR facial images when the
input face images are of very low resolution.
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